Citizen Resolution # 370322
(For Hearing Officer completion)

Creating quality deer hunting areas throughout the state

Citizen opinion on the quality of WI deer hunting varies greatly from excellent to terrible depending
on who is asked. Some hunters consider seeing numerous deer in a given season a quality hunt
while others focus more on shooting a big buck. The DNR and NRB are constantly working at
creating better hunting for all involved. One thing that has not been done in WI is the creation of
areas with limited access(such as draw units in western states) or weapon specific areas(most
likely primitive archery or primitive muzzleloader) to create a more quality hunting opportunity.
Areas like this would allow for a quality hunt for numbers of deer and have the potential for older
deer(bigger bucks). I believe that the creation of mulitple areas with limited h unter access and/or
weapon specific areas could greatly increase quality hunting opportunies in WI.
Would you support the creation of "Quality Hunting Areas" throughout WI with limited
hunter access and/or primitive weapon restrictions?
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO
COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The
author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions
may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.
Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.

